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The main portion of the project was to support the "MAE" experiment on the Mars Pathfinder mission and to design instrumentation for future space missions to measure dust deposition on Mars and to characterize the properties of the dust. A second task was to analyze applications for photovoltaics in new space environments, and a final task was analysis of advanced applications for solar power, including planetary probes, photovoltaic system operation on Mars, and satellite solar power systems.

Accomplishments:
Continued to support the MAE Solar Cell experiment in preparation for the landing of Pathfinder on Mars on July 4th. I attended the Mars Pathfinder Project Science Group (PSG) meetings, and served on the Atmospheric Imaging Research Science Operating Group, to specify which measurements should be taken to characterize the dust environment on Mars. I attended the surface operations Operational Readiness Tests of the Pathfinder as a representative for the Lewis experiments on Pathfinder. I supported test of the calibration of the MAE instrument as a function of angle of incidence of the light, and analyzed experimental data to determine if new flight rules would have to be written.

A new task element, design of an experiment to analyze solar power on Mars and accumulation and removal of dust from Mars’s solar arrays, to fly on the Surveyor 2001 lander, was started. I participated in teleconferences to start this activity, initiated the conceptual design process, and presented the design to the project group at the conceptual design review meeting. This work is continuing toward the requirements design review in late July and the System Review in mid October.

Finally, I analyzed application of power systems in new environments. This included a white paper on application of new solar array technologies in high temperature environments for Mercury and Solar Probe, a new analysis of solar cell operation in the Mars environment, analysis of solar cell production using Lunar resources, participation in workshops on Mars Ascent Vehicle power and on utilization of in-situ resources in space, and presentation of a review on satellite solar power, and analysis of advanced concepts.

Presentations:
Several presentations and publications were made to distribute the results to a wide audience, as listed below. I also made public presentations to a wide variety of audiences on the subject "Return to the Red Planet".
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